What sets the firm apart from other producers is the commercial nature of its operations. The firm produces for the market and only for the market. It produces goods and buys them not in order to consume them but in order to sell them or their products.
While economic agents other than the firm sell commodities, the sale of commodities is not the end of their exchange transactions. They "sell in order to buy" instead of "buying in order to sell." Workers engage in exchange to acquire "necessities," landlords do so to get "luxuries," and "factTr" Firms want not to consume this wealth but to own it, to acquire it not use it. The firm's profit end is the end of wealth acquisition.
Firms differ from other economic agents not only in the way they relate to the wealth of nations, but, also, in the way they obtain it. Others get a part of this wealth by contributing to its production, Their incomes are "earned," the market values Revenue exceeds costs when it is more than the amount expected.
Profit is unanticipated income, the windfall from production.The 2 Schumpeter and others have argued that Knight's entrepreneur has nothing to lose, that his liability is a mere "legal fiction."
This would be true if he did not need to meet his factor payments.
But he does need to do so. If he did not have the means with which to meet them, the income of his employees would be uncertain.
They would be the ones who took the risks of production (Knight, p. 306 While in theory markets allocate resources, in reality much of the resource allocation is done by firms, In many cases factors move from one line of production to another because they are "ordered to do so" by their employer, the entrepreneur. As has been recognized in economic thought, the entrepreneur directs ("coordinates") the productive factors, decides how they are used.
Within the firm production is "administer.ed," planned in the same way that it is planned in a socialist economy.
The "visible hand" of the entrepreneur replaces the "invisible hand" of the market. This "supersession of the price mechanism" is the "distinguishing mark" of the firm, The firm represents the economic planning method of coordinating production. 
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Although in chapter six of book one the real value of a good is no longer the labor embodied in it, labor is still the process of its production.
The products of production are the "produce of labour."
The labor theory of value drops out of the analysis, but the conception of production th'at underlies it remains. invested in the labor. The number of machines a stock or its profits can buy (its owner "can afford") depends on its size, the same factor that determines the number of workers it can maintain.13
Whether labor productivity grows through advances in the labor's division, or through additions to the machines that aid the labor, it grows with, the stock advanced to the workers who perform the labor:
The quantity of industry, therefore, not only increases in every country with the increase of the stock which employs it, but, in consequence of that increase, the same quantity of industry produces a much greater quantity of work (Smith, p. 260).
Technical
progress is "embodied" in the stock invested in production.
The investment that heightens the productivity of the nation's labor force is increased by "parsimony." It is financed out of the savings of individuals. The revenue that an individual spends on hisown consumption cannot be "advanced" to others, invested in production, Individuals can capitalize revenue, add it to that part of their stock which "brings them a revenue," only if they save it.
The saving that investment depends on can be done only by those who have revenue "to spare." An individual whose revenue is just sufficient to maintain him has none to save. Those that have revenue to spare are those whose revenues come from their properties, the landlords and capitalists (Smith, p. 317). These are the ones who have enough "stock" to advance some to others (and-also_enough to secure loans from others). Because some are 13 The machines that aid the labor are developed, "invented," in the course of its division, As this division advances the workers' operations become "simplified" to the point where they can be performed mechanically (Smith, p.260 Because labor is purchased through the purchase of labor power its price can be different than that of its product. For when the cost of labor is the cost of labor power, its cost is not the price of the labor that goes into the product's production, but the price of the labor that maintains the worker's ability to perform this labor. Labor power's value depends on the labor requirements of its production, not on those of the product's, and while the latter has to have the same value as the product, the former does not.
Since the amount of labor that goes into the worker's maintenance can be less than the amount he expends on products, he can sell his labor "services" at their full market (labor)
16 The impossibility of selling labor itself seems to be the result of the fact that the activity cannot be separated from the individual who does it. One cannot get labor, "baking," "weaving,"
etc., without getting a laborer, a "baker," "weaver," etc. Insofar as labor comes in the form of a laborer, its sale would entail the enslavement of the worker. While these are not sufficient conditions, others must be met for profit to materialize, they are necessary ones. Profit generation is both a microeconomic and a macroeconomic process.
-..
20 It should-be emphasized, here, that the profits of capitalists do not depend on their spending alone. They can make profits without investing (or consuming), for others also can spend unearned funds. Even the workers can do so. They can spend "more than they get," contract debt, and when they do spend more than their income they increase the profits of the capitalist class.
